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Most evangelical Christians have understood their faith, rooted in a high view 
of biblical authority, to be irreconcilable with "homosexuality." This has meant 
that devoted bGBT people raised as evangelical Christians must choose between 
their sexuality and their faith/religious community. This creates enormous psy- 
chic distress, turns bGBT Christians and their allies away from (evangelical) 
Christianity, and contributes to intense alienation between the gay community 
and evangelicals all over the world. But traditional evangelical attitudes on bGBT 
people and their relationships are beginning to change. This paper offers a 
description of the state of the conversation in the North American evangelical 
com m unity on this issue, and summarizes my own normative proposal.

ARGUMENTS IN  T H E  W ESTERN CHRISTIAN W ORLD OVER 
lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender persons (LGBT) bave now leaped the 
gap belween mainline Protestantism and evangeliealism.1 Evangelicals largely 
looked on from a distance over the past four decades as foe gay rights movement 
advanced in Western and u s  culture and as mainliners began writing their schol- 
arship and undertaiting their long, often stalemated denominational debates. In 
evangelical circles, however, until foe past few years, everyone who raised a chal- 
lenge to “traditionalist” views immediately experienced some form of exclusion.

The space for conversation in evangelicalism is still very fragile and almost 
exclusively confined to foe ^ e r n /N o r th e r n  Christian world.2 However, a 
number of new books have been written and organizations founded by avowed 
evangelicals aem pting  to open up conversational space, plead for better treat- 
ment, reframe foe issues, or revise foe traditionalist posture. The landscape is 
changing dramatically. And if even part of the vast (wangelical community soft- 
ens its stance, it could presage (even more) dramatic culttaral and legal changes 
in foe United States and other lands where evangelicals are a large part of foe 
population.
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Pro-LGBT evangelical forerunners go back decades, such as Ralph Blair 
and his group, Evangelicals Concerned.3 The first blockbuster memoir from 
within the evangelical world was by Mel White, a gay man who once served in 
the Christian Right.4 In the late 1990s Euller Seminary ethicist Eewis Smedes 
suggested a more accepting posture toward gay couples in a well-known essay 
and video.3 Evangelical psychologist David Myers, alone and working with 
others, has been making his faith- and science-grounded plea for filll LGBT 
acceptance for over a decade.6 Andrew Marin shocked many in 2009 when he 
called for dialogue rooted in well-informed love in a book triggered by his three 
best friends coming out as gay (Love Is an Orientation).1

But now foe call for “generous spaciousness” has been expanded.8 Senior 
evangelical pastor and ex-Vineyard Church leader Ken Wilson has called for 
a full “embrace” of LGBT Christians “in foe company of Jesus,” though he 
attempts to frame his approach as a “foird way,” emphasizing Christian unity 
rather than moral approval.9 No such distinctions, though, have been accepted 
by foe Vineyard Church, as Wilson has suffered r^ection and foe loss of the 
church he founded decades ago. In December 2014 he launched a new evan- 
gehcal congregation.

Memoirs are surfacing in increasing numbers, including by gay evangeli- 
cals. These have considerably increased evangelical understanding of the gay 
Christian experience.^ The first memoir by a (formerly) evangelical lesbian 
has a ^ a r e f o ^ s i c i ^ J n n i f e r  Knapp’s Facing the Music.n  The transgender 
issue, meanwhile, is just beginning to surface.^

The six most widely cited purportedly antigay Bible passages־ I will call 
them foe Big Six here—and foe scholarship undergirding their traditional 
interpretation are being challenged directly by some evangelical scholars. In 
2014, for example, biblical scholar James Brownson published a significant 
treatment of the relevant textaial issues in his book Bible, Gender, Sexuality.13 It 
is a rigorous work of scholarship.

Most visibly, also in 2014, young prodigy Matthew Vines, a Harvard drop- 
out of great intelligence and vision, came out with a memoir-plus-biblical- 
excavation called Godandthe Gay Christian.14 Vines has also launched a national 
evangelical movement called foe Reformation Project.15 This effort began as 
a training seminar and is growing into foe most prominent LGBT activist 
platform in evangelicalism.

Eull disclosure: I now know almost all of these people and have made my 
own contribution in my recent book Changing OurMind.161 have realized over 
foe last few years that this issue demands my attention-and my repentance, 
because what little I had said about LGBT-related issues until recently had 
been inadequate, and because evangelical churches and families are still doing 
an awful lot of harm to gay people, beginning with their own children.
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This essay offers a description of the State of the conversation in the North 
American evangelical community, summarizes my own normative proposal, 
and reflects on the broader significance of this conversation for Christian ethics.

The State of the Evangelical Conversation

For purposes of this essay 1 distinguish between the u s  evangelical commu- 
nity as a discrete, self-conscious subculture of theologically conservative white Protes- 
tants over against evangelicalism as naming certain theological tendencies and 
convictions, much as one might name neo-orthodoty or postliberalism. This 
distinction draws on earlier work I have done that describes u s  evangelicalism 
beginning as a Frotestant renewal movement but settling into a religious com- 
munity with its own ethos, leaders, and irrita tions that are self-consciously 
distinct fi*om mainline Protestant, Catholic, and other religious communities.^ 
This is ttae even though some members of the latter groups share what might he 
described as evangelical methodological, theological, or ethical commitments.

Sociologists of religion further distin^iish white evangelicals from black 
Protestants and Latino/a Protestants as distinctive religious communities, even 
though many black and Latino/a Protestants are also “evangelical” in theol- 
ogy.18 Therefore, although the LGBT/conservative Protestant interaction car- 
ries similarities across racial lines, the differences are sufficient to dissuade me 
from straying outside the white evangelical situation with this essayé؟ I will 
further focus on the u s  setting.

Mainline Protestantism has had an LGBT debate for decades, and often the 
traditionalist side of these debates self-identifies as evangehcal.20 But mainline 
Protestants live in a different religious subculture than evangelical counterparts. 
It is one thing for Wesley Seminary, the Presbyterian Church (USA), and For- 
tress Press to discuss LGBT issues; it is something else for Fuller Seminary, ffie 
National Association o^vangelicals, and Baker Books to do so. There has not 
heen-until n o w -a  fiill-fledged LGBT conversation in ffie evangelical world. 
That is hecause “everyone knew” that evangelical Christianity ruled out any 
acceptance of nnheterosexual sexual talationships-and everyone knew that 
accepting or not accepting such relationships was ffie sum total of the LGBT 
controversy. This is now changing.

How Evangelicals Think: Sola Scriptura

Despite centaries o ^ t o r i c  critical methodology and more recent challenges־fl؛
to ffie way evangelicals tend to read and use ffie Bible, a majority ofmy religious 
tribe still tend to narrow the (explicit) grounds for their religious knowledge
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claims to the Bible as the premier, i£n«t the sole, authority.^ This is sometimes 
called evangelical biblicism.22 With variations, most evangelicals still believe 
that the (Protestant) Bible is divinely inspired, the truthful and authoritative 
Word of God to humans, and the only sure guide for Christian faith and prac- 
tice. Most evangelicals have been deeply shaped by a sometimes productive, 
sometimes destructive biblical populism in which it is believed that any literate, 
reasonably devout Christian can read an English toanslation of the Bible and 
receive a clear understanding of God’s Word and will.23 This creates a chronic 
authority problem because there is no u!tiversally recognized authority to ad- 
judicate competing evangelical interpretations of the Bible.24 Every religious 
tradition has its own epistemological and authority repertoire, with its own 
limits and problems, and this has been ours.

Evangelical biblicism means that rarely if ever will an evangelical claim that 
a biblical text or writer is inaccurate, erroneous, or harmful. More often they 
will subtly move problematic texts into the background, where they gradually 
recede from view along with thousands of other ignored texts. Evangelicals 
will rarely if ever allow a claim from science, experience, or tradition to chal- 
lenge what they believe to be a claim from the “plain sense” of scripture 
(often with little or no reference to social context), though they sometimes 
will cite other sources to buttress or supplement their “biblical” claims.23 
Claims to “what the Bible says” must generally be met within evangelicalism 
by stronger counterclaims to what the Bible (really) says, not to externally 
grounded claims.

Evangelicals also tend to be suspicious of intrascriptural moves that would 
offer any kind of explicit trumping or relativizing of specific scriptural texts to 
resolve disputed issues. Eor example, a common move of Christian reformists 
on issues as diverse as slavery, women’s roles, and sexuality has been to appeal 
to broader biblical themes, motifs, or threads as trumping problematic specific 
passages, which are often set aside as culture-bound or erroneous. Conserva- 
tive evangelicals, at least, have tended to resist this move vigorously, especially 
if the tramped texts offer clear moral rales and the tramping move is seen as 
weakening them.26

In general, those evangelicals who define the texts that are to be viewed as 
most relevant to an issue dominate the discussion of that issue. This is true 
especially because evangelicals are rarely self-conscious about interpretive tra- 
dirions in relation to scripture؛ no one has suggested that the very texts we treat 
as relevant to an issue are themselves a product of earlier choices and their 
ttansmission through some kind of ecclesial tradition.

Evangelicalism has fragmented in recent decades, and what I am saying 
about evangelical knowledge claims applies more to conservative evangelieals 
than to progressive evangelicals, who are methodologically more open to liberal
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or postliberal ^proaches. Progressive evangelicals are also much more open 
to hearing criticisms about the difficulties inherent in our particular way of 
grounding normative lmowledge claims؛ sometimes they are so open that they 
abandon evangelicalism altogether.

Especially as a result of brutal disputes in evangelical life in recent decades, 
the conservative side has tended to heighten its claims about biblical inspira- 
tion, truth, and authority. It is hard to question the authority of a book treated 
as God-breathed, completely inerrant, and utterly supreme in its authority.27 
Such claims tend to rule out conversation other than in the form of a heavily 
cognitive exchange of exegetical claims.28

The Traditionalist LGBT and Scripture Paradigm

The essentials of the traditionalist (often but not exclusively evangelical) read- 
ing of scripture in relation to what might generically be called the LGBT issue 
can be rendered by this formula:

Genesis 1-2 +
Genesis 19 (cf. Judges 19) +
Leviticus 18:22/20:13 +
Matthew 19:l-12/Mark 10:2-12 +
Romans I 27- + ؛26
1 Corinthians 6:9 (c£ 1 Timothy 1:10) +
All biblical references to sex and marriage that assume male + female 
= A clear biblical ban on same-sex relationships.

Sometimes traditionalists simply assemble some or all ofthe words, phrases, 
and sentences in these texts into a cumulative condemnation of gay people 
and their relationships. Other times they attempt something like a broader 
ffieological-ethical rendering ofthe issue, rooted in these biblical texts.

^ e r e  I sum m arise these references:
Genesis 1-2 offers creation accounts in which (1) God makes humanity 

in the divine image as male and female and commands (blesses) that they 
be fruitful and multiply and have dominion, and (2) God responds to the 
man’s loneliness by creating a suitable helper-partner, woman, then giv- 
ing her to the man, with the narrator connecting this primal divine act to 
marriage. These stories have been understood traditionally by Christians as 
establishing an exclusively male-female gender and marital sexual-ethical 
paradigm. The most coherent broader theological-ethical rendering of a 
traditionalist position argues that the Bible’s message on sexuality is consis- 
tently gendered, complementarían, procreative, and marital, with all of these
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dimensions grounded in God’s design in primeval ereation and all ruling out 
same-sex relations for all time.

Genesis 19 and Judges 19 tell stories of perverse loeal eity men seeking to 
sexually assault male guests reeeiving hospitality in loeal households but instead 
being offered defenseless women. This long has been understood as a eondem- 
nation ofo،homose^ality.”

Leviticus 18:22 commands men not to he with men as with women, presum־ 
ably sexually؛ Leviticus 20:13 prescribes the death penalty for this offense. The 
Hebrew word “toevah” used in these passages has generally been translated 
“abomination” to deseribe God’s abhorrenee. These passages still are eited in 
evangelieal eireles, even where Levitieus has otherwise disappeared from use.

Matthew 19:1-12/M ark 10:2-12 depiet Jesus responding to questions about 
the morality of divoree. He appeals to Genesis 1-2 to ground his rigorous re- 
sponse setting striet limits on initiating divoree. These texts are often read as 
Jesus’s implicit affirmation of an exclusively male-female creation design for 
sex and marriage and thus the broader theme in Genesis 1-2.

Romans 1:26-27 is part of an argument Paul is making about why everyone 
needs the salvation offered in Jesus Christ. In an apparent effort to illustrate 
the idolatry and sinfalness of the Gentile part of the human community, Paul 
makes a harshly negative reference to “degrading” passions and “unnatural, 
shameless” same-sex acts on the part of men and perhaps also women؛ later he 
condemns twenty-one other debased behaviors or vices. This passage continues 
to fonction as ffie most important text cited for condemnation of same-sex acts 
and relationships.

1 Corinthians 6 and 1 Timothy 1 offer vice lists as part of moral exhortations. 
The Corinthians text excludes unrepentant practitioners of the vices in ffie 
list from ffie kingdom of God. The rare Greek words “malakoi” and especially 
Paul’s neologism “arsenokoitai” used in ffiese passages have recently been trans- 
lated into English as “homose^als” or related terms. These English terms have 
been formative for many Christians who have not been informed about ffie 
significant translation challenges involved.

If we take the most commonly cited texts on ffie issue from ffie traditionalist 
side, ffiey derive from 11 of the 1,189 chapters in ffie Bible. This body of bibli- 
cal citations is seen as settling “ffie LGBT issue.”

Engagement with this issue and wiffi traditionalists has led me to notice 
four problems:

(1) The texts offer language so harsh about ffie perverse character and un- 
godly posture of those desirous of or ^rticipating in same-sex acts that ffiey 
continue to fand an attitade of contempt that survives no matter how polite 
mainstream ttaditionalist leaders try to be today. Evangelical and fimdamen- 
talist preachers regularly show up in ffie news wiffi contemptuous, even mur- 
derous anti-LGBT declarations.29 These few sacred texts actually go farther
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in their rejectionist rhetoric than many traditionalist evangelicals want to go 
these days.

(2) The biblical texts focus on sexual acts and in one case sexual passions. 
This produces a continued narrow focus oftraditionalists on same-sex acts to the 
exclusion o£ other dimensions of a complex human issue.30 This might fairly he 
described as creating a legalistic, moralistic, and even casuistic rendering o£the 
LGBT issue. It systematically blocks attention to foe human beings who happen 
to be lesbian, gay, bisexual, or ttansgender; to relationships, not just acts; and to 
the mental and emotional health o£LGBT people at all developmental stages.

(3) Because the biblical texts do not discuss what today is called sexual ori- 
entation and identity, traditionalists continue to struggle with these human 
realities. The reparative/ex-gay therapy temptation surcives, attempting to 
grind same-sex sexual desires out o£ those who have them -despite clinical 
evidence o£the ineffectiveness and harm o£these efforts and including a notable 
abandonment by some o£ their most visible former practitioners.^ Some tra- 
ditionalists, as well, encourage LGBT people (and sometimes straight people) 
to reject the very concepts o £  g e n d e r  identity or sexual orientation by refosing 
any identity other than Christian. Such efforts fail to take seriously the extent 
to which human beings are bearers o£ multiple identities, including gender 
identity and septal orientation. They also disregard the part that psychosocial 
discovery o£ gender and sexuality, and formation o£gender- and sexual identity, 
plays in human growth and development.

(4) In general, the fixed nature o£the interpretive paradigm around the Big 
Six texts blocks engagement with any other data: the claims o£ contemporary 
research and clinicians, personal experiences o£and with LGBT people, or 
alternative renderings o£ the biblical witness. Some conservative evangelicals 
are methodologically committed precisely to not engaging such other potential 
sources o£knowledge.

Shaking the Consensus: A Youthful Movement ofDissent

This once-immovable postnre has be^m  to totter. The most important £actor 
is not etternal-cultural but internal-generational. It has come from a youthfitl 
movement of dissent in the evangelical world. This dissent increasingly takes 
institutional form among the young: in Facebook groups; gay-straigbt alliances; 
campus groups, often called 0 ^ [S c h o o l] ; Christian college alumni; national 
groups like Level Ground and the Reformation Froject; and resistance efforts 
such as Soulforce.32

In ascending order of challenge to their schools, these groups are demand- 
ing (a) safe space for LGBT students to gather for mutual support; (b) institu- 
tional acceptance and even sponsorship of such support groups; (c) permission 
and even sponsorship of public campus dialogue around LGBT issues;
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(d) reconsideration o£stttdent li£e, admission, and hiring policies viewed as 
stigmatizing and diciminatory·, and (e) an overturning o£ the traditionalist 
view in £avor o£ either a silent or neutral institutional stance or full accep- 
tance and complete equality for hG BT persons and their ^rital-covenantal 
relationships.

Where these dissenting movements are strongest, theyplace real pressure on 
administrations caught between pro-LGBT and anti-LGBT forces. The great- 
est pressure being placed on the traditionalist position and its institational em- 
bodiments has come from these youthfal dissenting voices, which have found 
more success in schools than in churches.^ The more recent scholarship noted 
in this essay has responded to, rather than created, this movement o£ dissent, 
wfoch-whether it uses this langage or not-strikes me as genuinely a libera- 
tionist-solidarity movement from below.

١٠ Own Normative Proposal

In Changing OurMind, I begin by moving early into at least brie£analysis ofthe 
exegesis, cultural backgrounds, and hermeneutical issues raised by each o£the 
Big Six passages, even though I am less and less convinced that this is where the 
real issue truly lies. Still, a summary is in order.

Genesis 1-2 /  Matt. ول /  Mark 10. I engage the claims that (a) these texts 
establish an eternal creation design rooted in God-given male/£emale geni- 
tal/anatomical complementarity (sometimes also claims about the centrality o£ 
procreation for legitimate sexuality) and that (b) these texts forever rale out the 
moral legitimacy o£same-sex relationships. I propose three biblically serious 
alternatives for reading Genesis.34

1. Christians earlier had to learn to read the creation accounts o£ Genesis 
1-2 in intelligent conversation with scientific discoveries about the world 
(e.g., a heliocentric rather than earth-centered solar system, and an old 
earth versus a young earth), ?erhaps the same principle applies to the is- 
sue o£ gender identity and sexual orientation. N ot every person is clearly 
either male or £emale, not every person is heterosexual, therefore not 
every person,s se^ahty  will be procreative—and this exceedingly well- 
documented diversity in foe actual creation must be taken seriously in 
reading biblical creation texts that do not mention such diversity. This is 
a solvable £^th/science problem. Scriptures about creation and sexuality 
need to be integrated with reasonably certain claims from science about 
gender- and sexual-orientation diversity, leading to foe conclusion that 
just because creation accounts £ail to mention this diversity, it does not 
mean that it does not exist or that such diversity is morally problematic.
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Perhaps we will one day eonelude that sueh sexual diversity has as little 
moral significance in itself as “handedness” diversity, which also was once 
seen as a problematic orientation in need of correction.

2. Christian theology does better loolting forward to redemption in Jesus 
Christ rather than gazing back into the mist of an unreachable pristine 
creation. Numerous Christian ethical disasters based on creation or ،، ٨٢־  
ders of creation” claims can be identified-such as the supposedly di- 
vinely ordained subordination of women and subjugation of earth and 
her creatures.35 Perhaps the LGBT issue is best understood in this light, 
with the same solution-looking forward to redemption, not back to 
creation-as long as we don’t understand redemption as some kind of 
return to Eden. If “redemption” is understood to mean a retarn to Eden, 
a restoration of pristine original creation, looking forward to redemption 
helps little. But if redemption looks more like gathering up the good-yet- 
broken strands of human eristence and moring forward into a kingdom 
of forgiveness, grace, and new beginnings, that’s different.

3. Perhaps we should focus not just on Genesis 1-2 but also Genesis 3. The 
Pauline-Augustinian-Lutheran tradition takes Genesis 3 to be the ac- 
count of the entry of sin into the world (see 1 Cor. 15). A thoroughgoing 
m^derstanding of tire pervasiveness of human sinfalness would include 
every human’s sexuality, which should be seen as good־yet־fallen like 
every other aspect of human existence. One implication is that instead of 
straight people’s sexual desires and acts being seen as innocent (especially 
if they are married), and gay people’s sexual desires and acts being seen as 
sinfol (under all circumstances), no one’s sexual desires or acts would be 
viewed as entirely innocent. Everyone’s sexuality is good-yet-frifrn and 
needs to come under the discipline of covenant. This approach would 
eliminate straight Christians’ sense of pridefol superiority and might 
lead to greater acceptance of the idea that a rigorous cove^ntal-marital 
sexual-ethical norm can apply to all human beings, whom we now know 
come into the world with a range of sexual orientations, and also with 
sinfal tendencies in relation to sex that need coenantal ordering.

Leviticus 18:22 /  20:13. There is an obvious problem in focusing on two 
verses from the Eevitical holiness code, one ofwhich catties the death penalty, 
when Christians apply almost none of the rest of it to our lives today. More- 
over, biblical commentators express uncertainty and considerable difference of 
opinion about why exactly those two verses ban male (but not female) same-sex 
acts. Many of these possible reasons (male superiority as penetrator but not 
penetrated in sex, x - f o r־procreation־only, the need to distinguish Israel from 
pagan neighbors, etc.) are not normatively compelling for Christians today.36
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Genesis 191 Judges 19. It is widely agreed by most commentators that these 
texts are about the attempted violent gang rape of strangers, and the Genesis 
text concerning not just visitors but angels. No biblical text mentions “homo- 
sexuality” among its many references to the sins o fthat legendarily evil city. 
These two texts are essentially irrelevant.

Romans 1 / 1  Corinthians 6 / 1  Timothy 1. Paul, the only New Testament 
writer who addresses same-sex issues, wrote in a context where such acts were 
often adulterous, debauched, and exploitative, easily viewed by any conservative 
moralist ofhis day as abusive and excessiveTThis context had to affect what he 
said about same-sex acts in both 1 Corinthians and Romans, the latter perhaps 
in connection to the debauchery of the Roman court under Caligula and Nero, 
which included violently abusive same-sex acts and rep risa ls .T h is is relevant 
hermeneutically for the church today when thinking about same-sex acts that 
are not adulterous, debauched, exploitative, or imperial-pagan but instead cov- 
enantal and marital. It also could help account for the profound harshness of 
the langage Paul uses when speaking about same-sex acts. And it may speak 
to the best way to translate vice-list terms in 1 Corinthians 6:9 and I Timothy 
1:10. We should translate them in a manner that links them to sexual predation, 
abuse, and exploitation.39

The supposedly ironclad reading of these Big Six texts to ban any and all 
same-sex relationships today turns out to be very much arguable, especially 
when ancient contexts, modern contexts, and their great differences are taken 
seriou؟ly.4Q

Real Lives Matter

There is also serious attention to real contemporary human beings. A young 
evangelical Christian discovers he is gay. Devout parents experience their fif- 
teen-year-old daughter coming out as a lesbian. A transgender teenager shows 
up for youth group. Often LGBT evangelicals and then their families move from 
the traditionalist at least into the “conflieted” category through these experi- 
enees. Their “heart” tells them one thing (be who you are /  love your child!) 
and their “head” tells them something different (all same-sex attraction is sinful).

The rathodological question here-indeed, a theological question-is what 
to make of the extraordinary power of transformative encounters with oneself 
or a loved one as a se^a l minority.^ Is ^ r^ c tiv e -sh iftin g  sympathy with the 
suffering of one’s child a tempting seduction from God’s Truth or is it a path 
into God’s Truth? Do we read ourselves and other people through the lens of 
sacred texts that we love or do we read texts through the lens of sacred people 
that we love? Or do we encounter both sacred people and sacred texts through 
the lens of Christ whom we love above all?42
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Many grassroots cangelicals who have broken with the tt^itionalist pos- 
ture emerge out of this eonundrum. They have not figured out what to do 
with the Big Six passages. But now “the LGBT issue” has become the face of a 
beloved person. It’s about loyalty and love for that person. Then perhaps they 
make a theological move: I  have to believe Jesus stands with my loved one, not with 
those who reject her, regardless ofwhat it seems to say in Romans 1. I will therefore 
love her “beyond my theology.”43 It may not be enough for a complete Chris- 
tian ethic. But what if fierce parental love actually comes closer to the heart of 
Jesus and foe meaning of Christian discipleship than simply quoting foe Big Six 
passages? The emotional well-being of gay young people seems to depend on 
finding some family and friends who will make this kind of move-

LGBT Youth Suffering and Family Rejection

The Center for American Progress did a key policy report on LGBT homeless 
youth.44 Homeless youth are defined as “unaccompanied young people between 
the ages of 12 and 24 for whom it is not possible to safely live with a relative or 
in another safe alternative living arrangement.” Among these homeless youth 
are “runaways” and “throwaways.” The center cites commonly reported esti- 
mates that there are between 2.4 million and 3.7 million homeless youth.

LGBTyouth are vastly overrepresented among foe homeless youth popula- 
tion. “Several state and local stmdies from across foe United States have found 
shockingly disproportionate rates of homelessness among LGBT youth com- 
pared to non-LGBT youth.” For example, 33 percent of homeless youth in 
New York City identify as LGBT. In Seattle it is 39 percent, in Los Angeles it 
is 25 percent, and in Chicago it is 22 percent.

The most common reasons that LGBT homeless youth cite for being out 
of their homes are family rejection and conflict. Much of this family rejection 
and conflict is religiously motivated. The data are clear that all too often when 
young people come out or are found to be LGBT, they are met wifo family 
rejection, especially from religiously conservative families whose faith leaves 
them unprepared to accept who their child has turned out to be. The indispens- 
able Family Acceptance Froject (FAF) has identified and researched dozens of 
different family responses to LGBT children and measured them to show foe 
relationship b e^een  experiencing specific fr*fofy-accepting and f^ily-reject- 
ing behaviors during adolescence and health and well-being as young adults. 
The higher foe level of family rejection, foe higher foe likelihood of negative 
physical health, mental health, and behavioral problems.45 The tragedy is that 
most devout religious parents are attempting to love and serve their children 
through foe very behaviors that their children find emotionally devastating. 
They have no idea, at least at first, what their version of “religiously faithfifl 
parenting” is doing to their children. When it does become clear, sometimes
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the damage is impossible to reverse. And sometimes parents spend the rest of 
their lives grieving those damages.

FAP found a direet eorrelation b e^een  “highly rejeeting” families and the 
following behaviors: LGBT youth are

• more than eight times as likely to have attempted suicide at least once,

• more than six times as likely to report high levels of depression,

• more than three times as likely to use illegal drugs, and

• more than three times as likely to be high-risk for HIV and STDs.

Looking at “the LGBT issue” from the perspective of struggling adolescents 
and their families, especially having seen numerous reruns ofa disastrous Chris- 
tian script leading to mental illness, family fractures, and even suicide, has revo- 
lutionized my entire perspeetive.

From the Big Six ؛٠  the Bigger Six Thousand

With the faces of legions of exiled and wounded gay adolescents in mind, 
I have found my way from the Big Six to the Bigger Six Thousand. I have 
come to conclude that the most important theological and ethical themes in 
scripture point toward full acceptance rather than the wary distance or angry 
contempt that now characterizes evangelical responses to gay people so much 
of the time. Other evangelicals are beginning to make this move as well, be- 
lieving that

1. The Gospel is that God loves good-yet-fallen human beings and has offered 
all of us needy sinners redemption in Christ Jesus. But a tragic misread- 
ing of scriptnre has blocked access to God’s grace on the part of those 
considered unworthy of it, like the lepers of biblical times. This in turn 
has hurt the evangelistic witness of the Church in culture, with LGBT 
persons, and in our churches.

2. The Church is a community of humble/grateful forgiven disciples ofjesus. 
Christians are called to welcome as family all who believe in and seek 
to follow Jesus, and to live together in unity and shared commitment to 
the work of God’s reign. A tragic misreading of scripture has tempted 
straight Christians to view themselves as superior to gay Christians (or 
to reject the idea that there could be gay Christians) and to exclude them 
from the Body of Christ (or to leave a church or denomination if perhaps 
gay people might actually be folly welcomed). It has created first- and 
second-class Christians and has damaged the unity of the Church.
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3. The great ethical imperatives ofthe Christian life center on justice, deliv- 
erance, compassion, human dignity, and love. But a tragic misreading 
o£ scripture has produced a harvest of bitter س أ : injustice, oppression, 
mercilessness, degradation, and hatred or indifference. If, as Glen Stas- 
sen ar^es, you can know an ethical tradition by its historical ء ال ل ا $  these ر
fruits are not appealing.46 They are the opposite of what the Kingdom of 
G o d ا ا00ئ  like, which is justice, peace, healing, deliverance, inclusion in 
community, and joy in God’s presence.47

4. It comes down to Jesus and how those who claim his name understand the 
meaning ofhis incarnation, ministry, teaching, death, and resurrection. A 
tragic misreading ofscripture, I believe, has actually taught traditionalists 
to deny the Jesus we meet in the Gospels, and to do so in the name of 
Jesus himself.48 It has created an unchristlike body of Christian tradition 
that continues to deliver damage every day, all around the world.

^ansformative encounters with LGBT people in recent years have led me 
(and others) to fresh encounters with the Gospel, the Church, Christian Eth- 
ics, and above all Jesus. I have moved into deep solidari؛y  with LGBT people, 
with a special focus on evangelical young people. In making this move, I am not 
setting aside scriptare. I am embracing its deepest and most central meaning.

Conclusion

Many evangelical Christians have thought the LGBT issue was a sexual ethics 
issue. They thought our job was to draw a moral boundary line bettveen whose 
desired or actual sexual acts are morally legitimate and whose are illegitimate. 
Because we fixated on the sexual ethics issues, we tragically failed to notice our 
LGBT neighbors bleeding by the side of the road, mainly bleeding because of 
what we Christians had done to them while not even knowing we were doing it.

The fimdamental “LGBT issue” is that a misreading or at least a misappli- 
cation of six texts in scripture taught many Christians a tradition of contempt 
toward sexual and gender minorities. That teaching of contempt has cost many 
lives, fractared many families, and wounded the mental health of millions. It 
has driven many away from God and church. The LGBT issue is a Gospel 
issue, a human dignity issue, a family wholeness issue, a church unity issue, an 
adolescent health issue, a justice and love issue, a O id r i ty -w ^ -d 1e־oppressed 
issue, and a reconcih^on-in-Christ issue. It is not fimdamentally a sexual 
ethics issue.

We have labeled as sinful or as rebellion against God a form ofhuman diver- 
sity that has shown up in every society and every era. We have done so despite 
the overwhelming research evidence and urgent appeals for d e s ti^ ^ z a tio n
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by our culture’s leading scientists, clinicians, and mental health experts. In do- 
ing so, traditionalist Christianity still trains many o£its most devout adherents 
to disdain and reject a small but significant minority o£the human population, 
including their own children, church members, and £ellow believers, leaving 
a legacy o£ great harm. This obvious moral blind spot on our part has deeply 
discredited the moral witness o£ Christianity.

It is time to end the suffering o£the church’s own most oppressed group. It 
is time to reconcile evangelical Christianity with our sexual minorities.
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